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Roles of Youth Leaders 

There are a few different roles youth with and without intellectual
disabilities can hold during a digital Youth Summit. 

Member of Planning Committee 

Youth can work with adults and Special
Olympics staff to share ideas and create Summit
materials

Emcee or Host of Summit 

Youth can welcome participants, introduce
speakers, and announce new activities

Lead Icebreakers and Activities 

A Youth Leader or Unified pair could kick-off a
Summit with icebreakers or facilitate different
activities and presentations

Moderate Breakout Discussion
Youth can help support conversations via video
chat in breakout rooms and ask questions, take
notes, or provide clarification
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Roles include:  

Recruit Potential Participants 
Youth Leaders can identify other youth who
might be interested in attending and invite
them to the digital Youth Summit 



Would You Rather 

As the Summit begins, list a series of questions to

determine which option participants would rather do.

After reading the statements for the first time, re-read

the statements and have participants raise their hand

for the option they choose. Example questions include:

Wake up early or sleep-in

Be in the spotlight or help backstage 

Play on a team or coach a team 

Create an art project or make a science project

Compete in Unified Football or Unified Basketball 

Would you rather...

Examples of Icebreakers 

The following are examples of icebreakers that youth could lead at
a digital Youth Summit. There are other icebreakers that could be
led outside of this list.

Two Truths and a Lie 

In different breakout rooms, facilitate conversations

between participants as they share two facts about

themselves and one lie. As one participant shares their

statement, the others would either hold up a 1, 2 or 3

on their fingers, or use the chat feature to type which

statement they think is a lie. 
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Never Have I Ever 

Ask participants to hold up 5 or 10 fingers. As

statements are read, if the participants have done the

item, they will put a finger down.

Have participated Special Olympics Unified Sport 

Have siblings

Have attended an in-person Youth Leadership

Summit 

Have flown on an airplane 

Attend a Unified School/Unified Champion School

Have stayed up all night

Have led a Youth Innovation Project 

Have been to a Special Olympics sporting event 

Have seen snow (or sand)

Have attended a digital Youth Leadership Summit

Put a finger down if you...

Examples of Icebreakers 

Fitness Energizer 

Have all participants stand and lead stretching exercises

to get people moving! Activities for a fitness energizer

can also be pulled from the Special Olympics Fit 5

program or School of Strength. 

Play music when leading fitness activities
to excite participants to get active!

Helpful Hint
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Common Things

Have all participants start by standing. Share a list of 5-

10 things that participants might have in common.

These can be traits or actual items in their space. If they

do not have the trait or item, they will sit down, then

stand for the next thing that is similar. 

Joining call from a computer/laptop

Taking notes with a pencil/pen 

Wearing a Special Olympics t-shirt 

Using a cellphone to join the meeting 

Wearing shoes 

Examples that could be used include:

Examples of Icebreakers 

Set the Stage 

Have all participants share one thing they are excited to

learn during the digital Youth Summit. They can either

share via audio or type their response through a chat

feature. 

As participants share, take notes on what they are most

interested in learning about and make sure it is in the

agenda! 

Instead of sitting or standing, participants
could also raise and lower a hand! 

Helpful Hint
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REFLECTIONS

LESSONS

ACTIVITIES &

SUMMIT

SESSIONS



Information about the topic to be shared with

participants. 

Some topics have corresponding PowerPoints or link to

other websites and videos.

This information can be adapted to fit the audience. 

LESSON

This section contains information about the following topics: 

Summit Sessions

Unified Leadership

Project Management 

Youth Leadership

Social Emotional Learning 

Each Summit Session has 3 parts:

Advocacy 

Unified Schools 

Unified Sports 

Social Media Engagement 

ACTIVITY 
Following each lesson is an activity to help participants

understand the information presented. 

These activities are examples and can be changed to fit

the audience. 

REFLECTION
Sample reflection questions are included at the end of

every Summit Session. 

These questions can be lead as a group discussion,

through a chat feature, uploaded to an online quiz

system, or sent to participants as a post-Summit activity. 
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What is Unified Leadership? 
In Special Olympics we believe 

that people with and without intellectual disabilities 

should have an equal opportunity to play sports. 

They should play according to their ability and interest. 

Everyone should have a meaningful role 

on the sport field. 

Just like in sports, 

the goal of Unified Leadership is that 

people with and without intellectual disabilities

get the same opportunities for leadership roles 

and jobs. 

Unified Leadership teaches leaders of ALL abilities: 

to value each other 

to learn from each other 

to lead in the best way possible. 

Unified Leadership is a two way process. 

It means mutual support and learning at all times. 

This makes communities inclusive and benefits everyone. 

Estimated Time:
40 minutes

LESSON

The following information can be shared with participants to

provide them with background information about Unified

Leadership.

Download a slide deck for this lesson here

Unified Leadership
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What are the skills of a Unified Leader? 

Ensures the team understands the tasks and how to lead them

Can motivate a team to participate 

Share the goals and vision to get the team excited 

Opens ears to listen and ask questions 

Uses many forms like in-person, email, texting or social media

Communication

There are 6 basic leadership skills every leader should master. 

They are common skills needed to be successful in any leadership role. 

Aware of what is going well and what might need to change 

Helps people use their skills and talents for good of the project

Needs to be flexible to meet the needs of others 

Adaptability 

Listens to ideas, gathers input, and makes decisions based on

project information 

Can make a decision that is right for the group, not just easy 

Communicates the decision and reasoning 

Decision-Making 

Keeps focus on the goal to help guide teams 

Can overcome obstacles 

Creates an environment that helps team focus

Goal-Oriented 

Promotes mutual respect with those on a team 

Builds healthy relationships and maintains collaboration 

Relationship Building

Welcomes new ideas and asks for feedback to improve 

Continuous Improvement

LESSON CONTINUED 

UNIFIED LEADERSHIP
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After reviewing materials in the Unified Leadership lesson, the

following activity will help  explain the skills of a Unified Leader.

Activity Name: Identify Unified Leadership Skills 

Youth Leader (or Unified Pair) will share screen with a slide deck

that has a series of images for each of the Unified Leadership skills

When the picture is on screen, Youth Leader(s) will describe the

situation and have other participants have to guess which skill is

being described

After participants have talked through the different situations,

they will talk through reflection questions 

1.

2.

3.

Activity Directions 

REFLECTION

What are ways you can improve your communication skills as a

leader?

Why is adaptability and important skill for leaders? 

What are some strategies you use when you have to make a

decision?

Why is it important to set goals for projects? 

What are ways you can build relationships with other teammates? 
Examples: Lead ice-breakers, eat a meal together, create a group chat, etc. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Encourage participants to take notes during
the discussion to reflect on their leadership!

Helpful Hint

ACTIVITY 

UNIFIED LEADERSHIP
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Estimated Time:
40 minutes

LESSON 

Project Management

What is a project?

A project is temporary, with a definite beginning and end, and

creates or produces a unique result

What is project management?

Project management is an approach that ensures all project work is

done to plan, create, and complete a result in the constraints of

time and budget

The 5 stages of project management: 

Initiating: The beginning of the project. Project goals and objectives

are defined, stakeholders are identified, project outcomes are

determined, and project limits are discussed

Planning: Team members define tasks that need to be completed,

resources that will be needed, timelines for activities, and budget

available

Executing: Team members work the plan and perform tasks defined

during the planning process

Monitoring and Controlling: Team members monitor the project's

process and control and changes or issues that might need to be

modified from the original plan 

Closing: The end of the project. Team members evaluate lessons

learned, finalize project tasks, and celebration project completion

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

What is a stakeholder?

Stakeholders are the people or organizations that are involved or

have an interest in the project and the project outcome

What is a team member?

Team members are the people that will work on a project and

contribute to its success
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After reviewing materials in the project management lesson, the
following activity can be led to help participants understand more
about leading a project. 

Activity Name: Brainstorming for a Project 

Choose one of the following situations for participants to discuss and

create a project map with the 5 stages of project management  
Facilitation questions are included in the notes portion of the corresponding slide

If Youth Leaders have led a Special Olympics Youth Innovation Project,

they could use this time to share best practices and challenges of

project management they learned 

After reviewing the project map, lead a group reflection to ensure

participants understand the concept of project management

1.

2.

3.

Activity Directions 

Project Situations

Lead a Spread the
Word: Inclusion

awareness day at
school

Educate another
school about
becoming a 

Unified School 

Give a presentation
about Special

Olympics Youth
Leadership 

ACTIVITY 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Download slide for project activity here 

REFLECTION
Why is it important to have stakeholders invested in a project? 

What are ways stakeholders could be engaged with the project?
How can you attract new stakeholders and project supporters in the community?

What are traits you would use to describe an effective team member? 

Why is it important to monitor and control and project? 

How can you use project management skills in school, at work, or in

your everyday life? 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Estimated Time:
20 minutes

Invite Special Olympics Youth Leaders or Athlete Leaders to talk about

opportunities and activities they have led to leverage their leadership

skills. 

The following are examples of stories youth could share with other

participants: 

Participation in Special Olympics Youth Leadership Summits 

Experience leading a Youth Innovation Project

Activation at a Unified School/Unified Champion School 

LESSON 

Youth Leadership

As Youth and Athlete Leaders share, a PowerPoint slide with photos

and metrics could be shared with participants. 

Example of Youth Leadership in Action 

She shared how the

projects impacted her

community, what she

learned with her

experience as a Youth

Leader, and how others

were motivated to join

Special Olympics and

spread the message of

inclusion.

Jessica Tiade from Special Olympics Cote D'Ivoire presented about

Youth Innovation Projects she led across the country during a Special

Olympics Africa Digital Youth Summit. 
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After Youth Leaders have had the opportunity to share about their

experiences, participants will discuss leadership in more detail, identify

leaders in their lives, and what makes them leaders too. 

Activity Name: Describing Leadership 

Ask participants to share words or phrases they would use to

describe leadership 

As participants list words/phrases, keep track of common themes

and descriptions 

After all participants have shared, show the group the definition of

leadership used by Special Olympics 
Leadership: a relationship through which one person influences the behavior or actions

of other people to achieve goals 

Once participants have seen the definition, ask them to identify

leaders in their life or famous leaders 

When each leader is identified, have them share leadership traits or

characteristics they show 
Another option: Have participants volunteer to share their personal leadership

characteristics and what makes them great leaders 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Activity Directions 

ACTIVITY 
YOUTH LEADERSHIP

Download a slide deck for this lesson here

REFLECTION
Why is it important for youth to think about leadership skills? 

What were some of the most common leadership characteristics

shared during the discussion? Why were these shared so frequently?

Why is it important for leaders to identify their leadership skills?

1.

2.

3.
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Estimated Time:
30 minutes

Social emotional learning (SEL) enhances student capacity to use

skills, attitudes and behaviors to deal with daily tasks and challenges.

There are 5 competencies to social emotional learning: Self-

awareness, self-management, responsible decision-making,

relationship skills, and social awareness. 

Social Emotional Learning

LESSON
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An example of social emotional learning is youth being aware of how

much time spent online and making the responsible decision to limit

screen exposure. By having this awareness, individuals can manage

their use and adapt their usage. 



Recognizes emotions, thoughts, and values 

Identifies strengths and limitations 

Self-awareness 

Manages stress and self-motivates

Sets goals and controls impulses 

Self-management

Understands social norms and behavior 

Empathizes with others from different

backgrounds and cultures

Social awareness

Creates healthy relationships with others  

Cooperates with others and seeks diverse

friendships

Relationship skills

Makes personal choices based on standards

and norms 

Analyzes situations and possible problems

Responsible decision makings

LESSON CONTINUED 

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING 
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Understanding and managing emotions is an important part of social

emotional learning. The following activity can help participants

identify their emotions and develop coping skills when dealing with

stressful situations . 

Activity Name: Discussing Emotions 

Youth Leader(s) will have participants complete the Strong

Messages portion of the Special Olympics Strong Minds curriculum

(page 12) 

Participants will repeat the following positive thoughts
I am strong 

I am brave

I can do it 

After reading the ones listed in the curriculum, have participants

create their own positive thoughts and share with the group

Once participants have thought through the Strong Messages

portion, continue to the Strong Supporting portion (page 26)

Have participants identify those who support them and what they

do that shows support 

Once they have a listed their supporters, have them identify what

they can do to show support to others  

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Activity Directions 

REFLECTION 

How can understanding emotions help youth become stronger

leaders?

How can Strong Minds activities be used at Youth Leadership

Summits, Unified Schools or Unified Sports activities? 

Why is it important to practice social emotional learning? 

1.

2.

3.

ACTIVITY 

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING 
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Advocacy is defined as public support for or recommendation of a

particular cause or policy.

Estimated Time:
30 minutes

LESSON

Advocacy

Through advocacy, people identify problems and communicate

solutions as a way to influence others in some way. 

There are 3 steps to take when advocating for a specific problem or

cause:

Identify a solution for a problem and create a message

Communicate the message with others 

Evaluate responses to the message and revamp (if necessary)

1.

2.

3.

When advocating for a problem or cause, it is important to identify

the audience that will receive the message. Examples of different

audiences include: 

Other youth

The general public 

Teachers and administrators 

Government officials

Health professionals  

Partner Businesses   

What is advocacy?

Self-advocacy is the ability to speak-up for yourself and what is

important to you, to ask for what you need and want, and tell

people about your thoughts and feelings.

What is self-advocacy?

Self-advocacy can be helpful when communicating your needs with:

Parents and family members

Teachers and administrators

Doctors and nurses  

Employers and co-workers

Business employees 

Sports coach or trainer
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After reviewing materials in the Advocacy lesson, the following

activity can be led by youth to demonstrate how the Spread the

Word: Inclusion campaign and advocacy align.

Activity Name: Sharing your Message  

Have participants select one of the following problem situations to

create an advocacy message

Have the group brainstorm what to include in the message and

identify the audience 
Share the activity slide with the group as brainstorming occurs 

Once the message is complete, ask participants to think about other

people or organizations the message could be shared with 
If there is someone attending the Youth Summit who is in the role of the audience, have

them provide feedback to participants about the effectiveness of the message

1.

2.

3.

Activity Directions 

REFLECTION
Why is it important to identify the audience when creating an

advocacy message? 

What are ways you can be an advocate in your country or

community?

What can you do to improve your self-advocacy skills? 

1.

2.

3.

ACTIVITY 

ADVOCACY

Download slide for activity here 

Not enough
inclusive sports

opportunities for
people with ID

People with ID do
not have access to
quality education

Leadership
opportunities are
not available for
people with ID

Problem Situations
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Estimated Time:
30 minutes

What are the 3 components of Unified Champion Schools? 

3.Whole School Engagement 

What is a Unified School?
A Unified School offers an inclusive sport opportunity two times

throughout a school year. 

1.Inclusive Sports 
Inclusive sports opportunities bring young people with and without

intellectual disabilities (ID) together as teammates in sport and play 

Examples of inclusive sports opportunities: 

Unified PE (physical education) 

Unified Sports 

Unified Young Athletes 

2. Inclusive Youth Leadership 
Inclusive youth leadership activities bring young people with and

without ID together to lead advocacy awareness efforts and increase

inclusion

Examples of inclusive youth leadership activities: 

Inclusive Student Organizations 

Youth Activation Committees 

Unified Sports team leaders 

Whole school engagement includes awareness and education

activities that engage the student body in a message of inclusion

Examples of inclusive youth leadership activities: 

Spread the Word: Inclusion 

Fans in the Stands 

Youth Rally or Youth Leadership Summit 

LESSON  

Unified Schools & 
Unified  Champion Schools 

Download a slide deck for this lesson here 21
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Watch this short video about Unified Champion Schools

Have an educator talk about Unified Schools and the program from

a school perspective 

Lead a discussion about inclusion with the questions listed below

(also available in slide deck)
What does it mean to have an inclusive mindset? 

Why is it important to feel included at school? 

What can students (or teachers) do to help other students feel included? 

What has your school done to create an environment of inclusion?

How can you change your actions to be more inclusive? 

After discussing the questions, Youth Leader(s) can share their

screen with an AnswerGarden. Share the link to the AnswerGarden

in the chat and ask a question similar to the following:

What are words you would use to describe an inclusive school?

1.

2.

3.

4.

Activity Name: What does inclusion mean?

Activity Directions 

ACTIVITY 

UNIFIED SCHOOLS & 
UNIFIED CHAMPION SCHOOLS

A video call chat feature could also be used
for responses to discussion questions! 

Helpful Hint

REFLECTION 

Why do the 3 components of a Unified School support inclusion?

What are ways you can share the message of inclusion in a Unified

School? 

Why is it important to educate others about inclusion? 

1.

2.

3.
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Estimated Time:
30 minutes

After watching the video(s), participants will have a better

understanding of how to share information about the program with

others. 

Special Olympics Unified Sports is an inclusive sports program that

combines an equal number of Special Olympics athletes (individuals

with ID) and partners (individuals without ID) on teams for training

and competition. 

Watch one (or more) of the following videos about Unified Sports 

This is your Recruitment Letter 

Be a Game Changer

Special Olympics Celebrates Spirit of

Unified Sports 

LESSON

Unified Sports 

If some participants are looking for more information about Unified

Sports and how to get involved, information from this Unified Sports

Fact Sheet can be shared via a video chat feature or sent out following

the digital Youth Summit. 

Download a slide deck for this lesson here 23
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After completing the Unified Sports lesson, the following activity will

provide participants with more information about the Special Olympics

Unified Sports program.  

Activity Name: Recruiting Unified Teammates 

Activity Directions 

Invite a Unified Sports coach to present about the program. The

coach could discuss benefits of Unified Sports, best practices for

leading a team, and share experiences about coaching
If a coach is unavailable, Special Olympics Program staff could share information about

Unified Sports or invite other experts 

After talking through some Unified Sports best practices, you can

facilitate a Kahoot or Quizizz with questions about information that

was shared during the session and general facts about Unified Sports

At the end of the activity, opportunities to get involved in Unified

Sports activities should be shared with participants 

1.

2.

3.

The guest speaker could also lead warm-ups
or energizers as an activity for the group!

Helpful Hint

ACTIVITY 

UNIFIED SPORTS

REFLECTION

What does Unified Sports teach players about inclusion? 

What are ways you could recruit others to join a Unified Sports team?

Even if you're not athletic, what are ways you can get involved with a

Unified Sports program?

1.

2.

3.
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Estimated Time:
30 minutes

Social media serves as a tool Youth Leaders can use to share their

personal stories and spread the message of inclusion.

LESSON

Social Media Engagement

Be creative when posting: try Boomerangs, use GIFs, explore fun

fonts and designs, and use hashtags 

Post to only a few social media accounts 

Tag the right accounts (for example: @SpecialOlympics)

Share the most high quality photos and explain the scene in the

caption

Capturing the Moment 

Posting on Social Media 

Facebook

Keep it simple 

Use visual aids 

Tag appropriate

accounts and hashtags

Share Special Olympics

posts 

Keep in touch with

others 

Twitter

Keep it simple 

Use 280 characters or

less 

Use visual aids 

Retweet Special

Olympics posts 

Tag appropriate

accounts and hashtags

Instagram

Keep it simple 

Engage followers

Quality over quantity 

Relate photos to

greater Special

Olympics mission 

Tag appropriate

accounts and hashtags

When posting on social media, it is important to think about who will

see what you post: Friends and family, fans, teammates, and others.
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After reviewing materials for the social media lesson, the following

activity can be led by youth to explain different elements of social

media engagement. 

Activity Name: Social Media Quiz

Create a Kahoot or Quizizz with questions about social media

platforms and best practices

Read each question and answer while going through the game

Following the activity, take a group photo of participants on screen

and encourage participants to post on social media (and tag

accounts and use hashtags!)
Before taking a photo, give participants the option to turn off their camera if they are

not comfortable being photographed 

1.

2.

3.

Activity Directions 

ACTIVITY 

SOCIAL MEDIA ENGAGEMENT

REFLECTION
How can social media be used to share the work Special Olympics

Youth Leaders are doing around the world? 

Why is it important to monitor what you are posting/sharing on

social media? 

How can you enhance your personal brand as a Special Olympics

Youth Leader?

1.

2.

3.

Download a slide deck for this lesson and activity here 

Send a virtual background out before the
meeting so all participants have matching

Special Olympics branding! 

Helpful Hint
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After reviewing materials for the social media lesson, the following

activity can be led by youth to explain different elements of social

media engagement. 

Activity Name: Social Media Quiz

Create a Kahoot or Quizizz with questions about social media

platforms and best practices

Read each question and answer while going through the game

Following the activity, take a group photo of participants on screen

and encourage participants to post on social media (and tag

accounts and use hashtags!)

1.

2.

3.

Activity Directions 

Sample Social Media Questions and Answers

Your personal brand is 
The public's perception of you 

What is the process for your

personal brand to be shared

through Special Olympics social

media? 
Youth Leader - Program - Region - HQ

What is one of the goals of

sharing posts on social media?
Show don't tell

What is one quick top for taking

photos?
Do not zoom in 

What is the hashtag to use for

Youth Summits? 
#LeadToInclude

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

True

280

Boomerang

False 

Stories and posts 

6. You should share Special Olympics

    posts on all social media accounts.

7. How many characters can you

     include in a Tweet?

8. What is a "short video that loops 

     in a small segment?"

9. You should make passwords for 

     social media accounts easy for

     others to guess.

9. On Instagram, you can share...

ACTIVITY 

SOCIAL MEDIA ENGAGEMENT
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INVITE SPECIAL OLYMPICS STAFF TO SPEAK

There are a few things to consider when closing a digital Youth Summit.

The following are examples for what to include in the Summit closing.

Summit Closing 

GROUP PHOTO OF PARTICIPANTS 
Stop sharing any materials on-screen and take a

screenshot of participants

Before taking the photo, allow anyone who doesn't

want to be included to turn off their video camera

SHARE OUT INFORMATION ABOUT EVENT
Encourage participants to share about their experience

at the digital Youth Summit on social media or with

friends and family 
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At the end of the Summit, have a Special Olympics

staff member share updates, information about

programming, and answer any participant questions

After the digital Youth Summit, be sure to register the event! 

Event registration forms are available in 6 languages: English, Spanish,

Chinese, French, Arabic, and Portuguese.

Registration forms should be submitted within 2 weeks of the digital

Youth Summit.

If any assistance is needed with completing the form, contact Special

Olympics Regional staff. 

Access digital Youth Summit Event Registration here

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/07ecb87f9d0a430ea75ef106ccd6d079



